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KIKA DE LA GARZA, 15TH DISTRICT, TEXAS--------------_
104-1529 12 October 1995 W~DC
SAVING FAMILY BUSffiESSES. In the 15th Congressional District there are many small
family owned businesses and farms. Over the years I have been contacted on a regular basis
about how tax laws place an unnecessary burden on these businesses. I have been asked if there
was some way assistance could be provided so that the existing state tax structure did not
needlessly penalize these important segments of the private sector. It is for that reason I am
pleased to advise that legislation, of which I am a co-sponsor, has been introduced to address
this issue. The bill is the Family Business Protection Act of 1995.
This legislation is designed to prevent the liquidation of small family-owned businesses
and farms as a result of the current Federal estate tax. Too often these operations close after
the death of a key family member because the family cannot pay the estate taxes and keep the
business going. Currently, the Federal estate tax has a maximum rate of 55 %. This is
substantially higher than the maximum income tax rate which is set at 36%, or 39.7% if you
include the surtax on incomes over $250,000. Of course, this 55% does not apply to income
generated by business property. It applies to the value of the property itself. (A recent study
concluded that an estate tax rate of 55 % has the same disincentive effect on entrepreneurs as a
maximum income tax rate of 70%.)
What happens all too often under the current tax structure is that a family simply cannot
borrow enough money to payoff the Government and the business cannot borrow enough money
to redeem enough of the decedent's interest to allow the estate to pay the tax. The family is
consequently forced to sell the business, often to large corporations who have no ties to the
community and may have little concern about the welfare of the business' employees.
The Family Business Protection Act would exclude from federal estate tax the value of
a qualified family-owned business asset of up to $1.5 million (indexed for inflation) per
decedent. In addition, the excess value over $1.5 million in certainly family-owned businesses
would be taxed at 50% of the current estate tax rate -- effectively taxing these estates at a 27.5 %
rate instead of the current law 55 % rate. Finally, the bill provides for a recapture of the estate
tax "savings" if the heirs do not keep the business for a specific period after the date of the
'decedent's death.
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Small businesses, whether defined in terms of capitalization or number of employees, are
the bedrock of the American economy. The nation's farmers are its hean and soul.
Family farms and businesses are a strong force in our nation's economy, and today's
world markets demand that they be creative, productive and flexible. A tax that
disproportionately and severely affects family businesses is therefore a threat to American
competitiveness and job growth. The existing estate tax structure imposes a needless penalty.
It is time to rectify this problem and that is just what this legislation would do.
# # #
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION REMAINS INTACT. Last month I had numerous
inquiries from home about title V of The CAREERS Act, H R 1617. The effect of the language
contained in this bill pertaining to title V would have eroded the quality and reduc,ed the
availability of rehabilitation services for persons with disabilities. Since the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 established a program that is too important to simply make arbitrary changes too -- no
hearings were specifically held on title V -- this will report that action was taken by the House
and an amendment was adopted to the legislation striking this language. Passage of the Green-
Dickey amendment ensures that this unique program will continue to operate as it so successfully
has.
The rehabilitation program is the most successful job training program in the world for
disabled. Already it has put over 13 million people back to work. It more than pays for itself
because it takes people who want to work and help themselves, and puts them back in the work
force. It offers a broad range of services individually tailored to meet the needs of the disabled.
This program has time and again demonstrated its effectiveness, and again I'm glad to
advise to all those who wrote and called to ask that action be taken to delete this language from
The CAREERS Act, that we did just that. Doing so ensures we are continuing to help those
who most need it and that they will have the opportunity to be trained under a good
rehabilitation system.
# # #
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